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Thanks to all who came!

!
 20 hours by bus

  renting a car after your flight was cancelled

 1600 km by train being 8 months pregnant

 1300 km by car in one day to give a 15 minutes talk

 5 trains with a French strike in one day

 DESY-CERN, 1 day of shifts, CERN-Florence

 fly through Turkey to reach us.............

Many other examples, really many thanks to all of you! We hope
that you enjoyed and that you think it has been worthwhile



 Thanks to our supporters
(IAC and sponsors)

LHC



Thanks to the conveners

!

Not only conveners, but also EVO experts, skype experts,
network installers, indico managers and of course authors
of a rich and beautiful program

PDF:  Dimitri Colferai, Ringaile Placakyte, Sergei Alekhin

DIFF: Robert Ciesielski, Krzysztof Piotrzkowski, Krzysztof
Golec-Biernat

QCD: Claudia Glasman, Daniel de Florian, Stefan Tapprogge

HFL: Katerina Lipka, Gennaro Corcella

EWK: Andrea Parenti, Stefania de Curtis

SPIN: Simonetta Liuti, Caroline Riedl

Future: Paul Laycock, Cyrille Marquet, Anna Stasto



Some statistics (6 groups)

sistics

n

 160 talks alive

 54 talks given by EVO/skype (in Future ~1/2)

 39 talks cancelled  (2 gained)

 21 talks replaced

Summary speaker a bit „lost“ trying to understand which
talk at which time in which room....

Was EVO a good idea? No other choice in this case, but
we firmly think that it should not be pursued.



Proceedings

 groups)

sistics

n

The proceedings for DIS 2010 will be
published on PoS

• authors will be contacted by the organisers
and provided with login data to access their
personal pages on PoS (where the style files
will be available)_
• from their PoS pages authors can upload a
PDF file (plus any attachments), with a simple
two-step procedure. The deadline for
submissions is June 15th 2010 and the
suggested length is: 5 pages for parallel
talks, 12 pages for plenary talks and 15
pages for the final summaries.
Editor: Dimitri Colferai



``Thanks to our students and postdocs

 Giuseppe Broccolo
 Giancarlo Ferrera
 Simone Frosali
 Sandro Gonzi
 Alex Niccoli
 Valentina Sola
 Damiano Tommasini
 Chiara Genta



Thanks to

 Elisabetta Greco for her preparation work
 our director Pier Andrea Mando’ for his support, we will still need

it a lot
 Lorenzo Zamprotta (webmaster)
 Ramona Niccolini, Francesca Vannucchi and Laura Rombai
   from Scaramuzzi team
 Filippo Morozzi and Lorenzo Rossi from ExpoMeeting
 Claudio Capelli from Convitto della Calza
 Giuseppe Lobascio (logo), Promo2B (T-shirts, bags), Gianni Chiostri

(sketch on T-shirts)



  It’s time to go home, airports are open again…

Have a safe trip home!

Arrivederci


